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today’s introduction to the internet is further complicated by the networks which connect and maintain the internet, and provide connectivity for end-users to
access this medium. the internet is one of those unique tools in everyday life which is so easy to connect to and use, but rarely acknowledges it’s humble

beginnings and unites the pioneers who made it. the internet is a miracle of modern civilization, the world’s largest library, a medium for communication, and
a global enterprise of government, commerce, science, and culture. the many networks which support the internet are like its blood vessels and arteries, they

work together to move the information and make the internet what it is today, and a place for people to share their thoughts and ideas. these networks are
also limited resources, they can only handle a certain amount of traffic, or bandwidth, at one time. other parts of the internet might often suffer as a result,
with reduced downloading speeds, more ads, and even faster shutdowns. it’s a slow, inefficient, barely-effective dinosaur who will be eaten if we don’t do
something about it now. we could make the internet great again, but we have to first get over our fear and anger, and get together and push for change.
where did the internet come from? the internet is one of our greatest marvels, we are proud to be able to share so much information with each other and

even to live with all of the people around the world. but, it also has a good dark side, thanks to the y2k bug and a lot of other things that went wrong. millions
of computers were forced offline after the y2k bug, this caused a lot of problems, but it opened up a whole new world to us. for example, smart phones, and

even laptops, were able to load the internet properly for the first time. y2k had resulted in disaster, but the internet was still around to serve us. things would
start to go wrong again, some people had to change isp’s and some of their services, and this created one of the largest disasters in history. this disaster also
created a new big problem, the fake news, fake information, and all the new problems it caused. we created the next generation of the internet, the ipv6. it

has solved all of those problems, the current internet still stands strong, and it will continue to grow and improve. but, there are still a few issues, like the low
speed, time wasting, and the attacks.
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turbo is set to drop online later
this year, when he begins a short
west coast tour with former drive-

by truckers frontman mike
cooley. visit turbointernet.org for
more information and to sign up

for updates. remixes are meant to
change and augment the original,

and when you catch flack for
doing your own thing, it means
youve done something new and
exciting in a way no one else has

before. youve taken a familiar
song and twisted it into

something new and refreshing,
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elliott explains, adding that
theres a bonus in releasing
remixes of your own stuff. if

youve made the original version
of a record, why cant you remix

it? you see a lot of songs out
there that are all the same. but

music is meant to be a
conversation. i like to challenge

people on their opinions, because
theyre just as valid as yours. im

not trying to say that i know more
than anyone else, elliott

concludes, but i know more than i
did before.. through the

experiences, im learning the way
people react to different things
and ways of doing things that i
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couldnt have imagined before. if
youve got the time is a breezy

groove propelled by a soulful horn
section, serving up a delicious

blend of mid-tempo soul-pop. its a
great track, elliott says. its one of

my favourites. and im very
humbled and honored to be

included on that record. i was
missing the heart of the record,
and this shows you the genuine
heart of the record. its a strong
moment for me. its a good one,

and i hope that people get
something out of it. mizzou is

album tracks, kind of throwaways,
elliott adds. its something i
recorded in the middle of a
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project, and i was bored and had
nothing to do. its a good version
of a rapper, but im not a rapper
at all, elliott says. at the time, i

wasnt trying to make a cold read
album. at that time, im just being

me, and this is what i love.
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